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The Management of 

Südwolle GmbH & Co. KG, 

Schwaig near Nuremberg 

— hereafter also referred to as "Südwolle KG" or "entity" — 

engaged us to conduct an examination of the concept for recording and tracking stocks of tops and yarn from 

"non-mulesed" and "ceased-mulesed" wool for the period from 1 January to 31 March 2021. 

The scope of the engagement and our responsibilities thereunder, both towards the entity as well as any other 

party, are governed by our agreement dated 12 and 18 November 2020 and additionally by the enclosed " 

General Engagement Terms for Wirtschaftsprüfer and Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaften (German Public 

Auditors and German Public Audit Firms)" as of 1 January 2017. 

This mandate was performed solely for Südwolle KG and not with regard to possible third-party interests. 

Subject and purpose of the examination 

The subject of the examination was the concept for recording and tracking stocks of tops and yarn from "non-

mulesed" and "ceased-mulesed" wool which Südwolle KG implemented on 1 January 2011 and revised in 2014. 

"Non-mulesed" wool is wool which comes from farmers who do not practice "mulesing" on their sheep. Wool is 

described as "ceased mulesed" if the farmers used mulesing in the past but have now ceased. 

Currently mulesing is only carried out by Australian sheep farmers. Wool suppliers from Australia provide 

Südwolle KG with certificates confirming that the wool supplied is "non-mulesed" or "ceased mulesed". Mulesing 

used to be practiced in New Zealand but has since been abolished; wool from New Zealand is generally classified 

as "non or ceased mulesed". All wool from South Africa, Argentina, Chile, Uruguay and Great Britain is classified 

as "non-mulesed"; there are certificates for the respective country as a whole. 

Südwolle KG has developed and implemented a concept which enables the stocks of non-mulesed and ceased 

mulesed wool to be traced. 
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The following Südwolle group companies are included in this concept: 

• Südwolle GmbH & Co KG, Schwaig near Nuremberg 

• Zhangjiagang Yangtse Spinning Co., Ltd., Zhangjiagang, China 

• East West Spinning Sp. z.o.o., Lodz, Poland 

• Südwolle Group Italia S.p.A, Gaglianico (Biella), Italy 

• Dalat Worsted Spinning Ltd., Da Lat City, Vietnam 

We also examined for the period from 1 January to 31 March whether Südwolle KG had sufficient "non-mulesed 

and ceased-mulesed" tops and yarn in stock at all times for use as deliveries to customers declared as "non-

mulesed and ceased-mulesed". 

Nature and scope of the examination 

Our examination was based on the written documentation of the Company entitled "Non Mulesed — Zertif-

ikatsabwicklung" (non mulesed — certification) and the recording of all non-mulesed and ceased-mulesed inven-

tories at 31 December 2010. The inventory count included the stock held by Südwolle KG and by the related 

parties East West Spinning Sp. z o.o., Zhangjiagang Yangtse Spinning Co. Ltd., Zhangjiagang Yangtse Dyeing Co. 

Ltd. and S.C. Stoehr Rom s.r.l. Consequently all inward movements of stock of non-mulesed and ceased-mulesed 

wool were recorded as additions to this pool. Outward movements of stock deducted from the balance com-

prised all sales of yarn where the invoice to the respective customers expressly stated that the respective amount 

of wool purchased was from non-mulesed and ceased-mulesed production. The balance of stock of non-mulesed 

and ceased-mulesed tops and yarn can be obtained by rolling this data forward. This inventory bookkeeping is 

designed to ensure that Südwolle KG and its related parties do not sell more non-mulesed and ceased-mulesed 

yarn than is held in the computed level of stock. 

We conducted our examination between May and July 2021. 

In conducting our examination we reviewed the Company's documents, conducted interviews with the staff 

members responsible for the project at Südwolle KG and examined supporting documentation on the non-

mulesed and ceased-mulesed yarn deliveries between 1 January to 31 March 2021. 
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The Company's internal control system was examined by us to the extent that it was relevant to the certification 

system; our examination did not cover the system of internal controls taken as a whole. 

The following key documents were made available to us for the examination: 

• Written documentation of the Company entitled "Non Mulesed — Zertifikatsabwicklung" (non mulesed — 

certification) 

• Summary of the balance of non-mulesed/ceased-mulesed yarn/wooltops on 1 January 2021, the purchases 

and sales of non-mulesed/ceased-mulesed yarn/wooltops from 1 January to 31 March 2021. 

• Purchase invoices concerning purchases declared as "non-mulesed/ceased-mulesed" yarn/wooltops, and the 

corresponding greasy wooltop certificates or confirmation from the countries not conducting "mulesing 

operations". 

• Sales in the system which were declared to the customers as wool from non-mulesed/ceased-mulesed pro-

duction. 

Our examination comprised the assessment of the effectiveness of the system implemented by Südwolle KG in 

respect of its ability to ensure that there was sufficient stock of non-mulesed and ceased mulesed yarn between 

1 January to 31 March. 

We obtained all the explanations and supporting documentation which were requested for the examination. 
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Conclusion 

Based on our work we come to the conclusion that the concept established by Südwolle GmbH & Co. KG for 

recording and tracking stocks of tops and yarn from "non-mulesed" and "ceased-mulesed" wool, particularly 

with regard to the ongoing guarantee of sufficient stocks of "non- and ceased-mulesed" tops, is reliable. 

According to the results of our work performed for the period from 1 January to 31 March 2021, 

Südwolle GmbH & Co. KG had sufficient "non-mulesed and ceased-mulesed" tops in stock at all times for use as 

deliveries declared as "non-mulesed and ceased-mulesed". 

Munich, July 22, 2021 

Deloitte GmbH 

Wirtspfiaftsprüfungsgesellschaft 

(Klaus Löff 

Wirtschaftsprüfer 

[German Public Auditor] 

Wirtschaftsprüferin 

[German Public Auditor] 
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